Spell
Casting
Need a little manifestation energy to push
us forward? This could be in the form of a
new job spell, new home spell, or love spell.
Courtney can help create a spell geared
towards your specific needs!

Courtney/Divine Temperance does offer
spell creation but her spells are NOT
100% guarantee. Courtney does not feel
like she should promise something she
can’t. She will not fight the universes will
nor do harm to others or deprive anyone
of free will. So she will not do spells ON
people. She is more than capable of
helping clients put their energy out
there to manifest something but only
the universe can decide it is meant to
be.

Her spells do not consist of any black
magic or anything harmful. Nor will
she create anything involving that type
of energy. DO NOT ASK!

Please give the spell
time to manifest the
most amount of time
it can take a spell to
work is about a
month or 30 days.
Give it time and in
order to
reinforce your spell
keep sending positive
energy out into the
universe!

If you are interested, please book
Courtney through phone or email,
moonbeamessence@yahoo.com for an
appointment. No charge is required for a
consultation. Appointments are on a first
come first serve basis. You will be set up
with a specific appointment to see
Courtney.

Courtney only accepts cash or credit
card on the day of service. Cancellations and rescheduling must be done
at least 24 hours in advance.
Please give Courtney one week to
work on the contents of your spell
and the materials in which time they
will be ready for pickup.
** Courtney Reserves the right to refuse
anyone service including spell work
based on the request or what the client is
determined to have done.

